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We have seen the power 

of software technology in 

measuring and reducing 

energy consumption and 

greenhouse gas emissions. 

Increasingly, sustainability 

is becoming a must have 

for businesses around the 

world confronted with 

global trends like population 

growth, resource scarcity, 

increased regulation  

and new expectations  

from consumers.

As a world-leading business software company, SAP has strong ambitions for sustainable business 
success, both for our company and our customers. With more than 253,500 customers across 25 
industries in traditional and emerging markets, we have an incredible opportunity to fulfill our 
vision to “help the world run better and improve people’s lives.” 

Success Through Simplicity
Today, the world becomes more complex with every passing second. Our collective knowledge 
doubles every two years, as every click, text, tweet, photo, purchase and payment is recorded and 
stored forever. It can be difficult to remain sustainable in this environment, so in 2014, SAP will 
focus on helping our customers “simplify everything so they can do anything.”

We are committed to leading this move toward simplification that ultimately will make growth 
more sustainable — financially, ecologically and socially. The convergence of the innovative 
solutions we offer — in-memory, cloud and mobile cloud technologies — will usher in a new era 
of business model innovation based on simplicity. We are already seeing results, both within SAP 
and among our customers.

For instance, with our solutions, Danone has been able reduce its carbon footprint by more 
than 35 percent, and major global retailers are able to keep their commitments to consumers by 
making sure their supply chains are using sustainably sourced materials. 

Success Through Sustainability
We have seen the power of software technology in measuring and reducing energy consumption 
and greenhouse gas emissions. Increasingly, sustainability is becoming a must have for businesses 
around the world confronted with global trends like population growth, resource scarcity, 
increased regulation and new expectations from consumers. 

We sincerely believe we can achieve success sustainably. That’s why SAP measures success with 
both financial and non-financial indicators: revenue, margin, customer loyalty and employee 
engagement. These four metrics affirm our commitment to innovation and sustainability and will 
help us deliver on our vision and mission.

Our approach has helped us lead the software sector in Dow Jones Sustainability Index for seven 
consecutive years. As one of the top-scoring companies in our industry, we qualified for inclusion 
in the RobecoSAM Sustainability Yearbook 2014. We increased our net promoter score by four 
percentage points, and we were included in the FTSE4Good Index and the CDP’s Global 500 
Climate Disclosure and Performance Leadership indexes. We are also powering all of our data 
centers and facilities with 100 percent renewable energy in 2014.

In a world of increasing velocity, innovation is imperative. But innovation must never lose sight 
of the human spirit, which craves simplicity and clarity. That is why our focus now is to “simplify 
everything so we can do anything.” With this guiding principle, we believe SAP is positioned to 
deliver profitable and sustainable growth and to continue our vision of helping the world run 
better while improving people’s lives. 
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